
RAPIDTAC APPLICATION FLUID is a “super-wet”
liquid which cleans the substrate surface and makes
the application of even the largest of pressure sensitive
markings simple, allowing the correct positioning
before final placement.

RAPIDTAC WATER SOLUBLE ADHESIVE REMOVER
removes glue left on surface after removing decals or
film. Works on painted surfaces, some plastics and
other surfaces. Not recommended for anodized
finishes.

RAPID Prep is a water-based
nonflammable wash solvent for
preparing surfaces for painting.
Totally removes silicone, wax,
grease, and  oil safely. Especially
useful on plastic auto parts.

DO NOT clean any substrate with
glass cleaners, paint solvents,
(prep-sol, pre-cleno, etc.). Just
clean substrate with: Rapid Tac
Application Fluid, Rapid Tac II
Application Fluid, or for stubborn
jobs like silicone, wax, grease or
oil, clean with Rapid Prep. All 3
products were built to clean
leaving no contaminating residue.

DO USE kitchen type paper towels
and Rapid Tac products to clean
prior to application of vinyl or films
ONLY!

RAPID has the same 
benefits as RAPIDTAC, but also allows wet ap-
plication of polyesters, reflectives, and metallized 
films. Improves bonding on economy type vinyls 
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RECOMMENDATION:

APPLICATION FLUID II

1. Thoroughly clean panels with Rapid Tac
and kitchen paper towel. Do not use other
cleaners or solvents nor cloth towels or
commercial paper towels.

1. Remove decal with heat lamp or heat gun.

2. Now spray glue residue with Rapid
Remover and let it penetrate for 30-60
seconds.

3. Using squeegee, scrape to remove glue
residue.

4. Now spray Rapid Remover on rag or
paper towel and wipe area clean.
5. Thoroughly rinse area with Rapid Tac or
Rapid Tac II

2. Spray panels again with Rapid Tac. Peel
backing offdecal and place on wet panel.
You may also spray adhesive side of decal
(See fig. 2)

3. Align decal. Use the squeegee to remove
fluid, using a good deal of pressure and
working from the center out toward the
edges in all directions. (See fig. 3)

4. Wait 2-3 minutes. If decal has cover tape
saturate it with Rapid Tac, then remove the
tape. Wipe with paper towel and your
application is complete. (See fig. 4)
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RAPID REMOVER
APPLICATION FLUIDS- ADHESIVE REMOVERS

For “wet” applications • Rapid Tac II
for other than Premium Vinyls.

Adhesive remover,
works in 60 seconds.
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click here for demonstrations

32oz. with sprayer - 17.55
128 oz. (gallon) without
sprayer - 48.75

32 oz. with sprayer - 22.95
128 oz. w/o sprayer - 66.95

32 oz. with sprayer - 17.70
128 oz. w/o sprayer - 51.00

32 oz. with sprayer - 39.50

128oz (gal.)w/o sprayer-107.00

RAPID CLEAR
ABB 

Remove most adhesives in
30 to 60 seconds!
Scoop off adhesive 
in 60 seconds 
like shovelling snow!

Cleans and polishes any transparent
material eg. glass, Lexan, Plexiglass,
most Polycarbonates, and leaves a
professional lustre.
Also does an excellent job on non
transparent surfaces.
Use as a final cleaning for sign work.
32 oz. w/sprayer -       15.25 
128 oz. w/o sprayer     41.00
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMo2AtRCcxY&feature=player_embedded

